Employee & Workplace Safety

Keeping employees and
visitors safe
Bring your people together to collaborate safely and without restriction

Challenges
Safety measures for employees
Changing regulatory requirements, while making
sure the workplace is safe, so employees and
visitors can feel conﬁdent to be on site.

Exposure to health risks
High-touch oﬃce facilities such as desk or room
booking kiosks or check-in screens are becoming
health risks in light of the pandemic.

Oﬃce capacity limits
With a limited oﬃce capacity, businesses will
need to rethink their real estate strategies, it will
be key to use data to understand how spaces are
being used, and make data-driven space planning
decisions moving forward.

Solution
Health screening
Get employees to self-certify and upload records
of vaccination status before arriving on-site,
ensuring everyone is aware of the health and
safety guidelines.

Reduced touchpoints
Managing meeting room facilities using kiosks or
tablets can be tricky as it creates a touchpoint.
Check-in on your mobile device to reduce
touchpoints.

Oﬃce capacity management
Take control of how you’d like your teams to use
spaces with interactive dashboards to visualize
oﬃce density and capacity.
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Top Features

Vaccination Status

Touchless Check-in

Self-certify before arrival
Get employees or visitors to self certify
and conﬁrm they are healthy before
arriving on-site, keeping everyone there
safe

Desk and room booking
Employees can ﬁnd, book, and reserve
the right spaces on-the-go for
themselves or for a guest using the
Kadence mobile app.

Verify vaccination status
Ensure a safe work environment for
employees to be on-site by uploading
records of their vaccination status or
negative Covid tests to comply with
local regulations.

Mobile check-in
Check into reserved desks or rooms
directly through the mobile app, so there
is no need to touch shared surfaces.

Manage Oﬃce Capacity

Contact Tracing

Capacity control
Daily reporting helps you understand
the actual usage of spaces, while
having ﬂexible control to adjust
capacity

Space bookings and usage tracking
Keep track of space bookings,
combined with check-in data for
contact tracing - know who has been
on site and when

Social distance desk booking
Facilitate what spaces are available to
use to keep people safe and space less
crowded

Visitor logging
Identify visitors who may have been
exposed to health risks based on your
visitor sign-in records to keep
employees safe

Smart space management
Even out your bookings by making
certain spaces unavailable to book
during busy periods to maintain oﬃce
density
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Customer Testimonials
Simple, intuitive and
valuable

Return to the oﬃce with
conﬁdence

Productive, Essential,
Easy

The self-certiﬁcation feature has
really helped us manage various
regulatory requirements.

Kadence is really easy to use and
understand. It has enabled out team
to return to the oﬃce with
conﬁdence and clarity,

With the pandemic, it is very
important to keep track of any
tracing and interaction. With
Kadence, this process made it easy
and simple.

Workplace Experience Supervisor,
Softchoice

Director of Finance & Operations,
Create Charity

Properties Assistant, Shipt

About Kadence
Our vision is to create a world in which every person has access to the opportunity, the tools, and the environment to
do their best work wherever they are. Now is the time for organisations to reimagine and reinvent the way they work
and seize the opportunity to create a strong people-ﬁrst culture where everyone can thrive.
We believe the way we work should lift us up, not lock us in – enabling people to ﬂourish in everything they do. That’s
why we’re building the next generation of tools for hybrid working, designed to unleash the potential of people,
powering a more positive way of getting work done.
By building the operating system for the future of work, we improve the coordination of people, time, and space to
help teams feel trusted and empowered to make the best choices about how, when, and where they get their best
work done.

Book a demo today at kadence.co
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